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Fig. 1-The scanner,
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Fig. 2-The scanner connections to SEAC.

mm of drum rotation. These optical pulses are arranged
in the format of SEAC input words, ;.e., multiples of 44
binary digits. The time for the scanner to scan one photo-
graph i s 25 seconds.

The scanner was first connected to SEAC in November,
1956, A s far as SEAC i s concerned, the scanner is just
another input device, and it may be selected by the com-
puter interchangeably with such other input and output
devices as a printer, magnetic tapes, etc. This i s shown in
Fig. 2. At any time during the operation of a program if
the input of photographic information is called for, SEAC
starts the drum rotating. The analog signal from the scan-
ning photomultiplier i s compared with a dc reference signal
that has been manually determined with a potentiometer
setting. I f t h e light reflected from the 0.25-rnm square
being scanned is less than that needed to produce a signal
equal to the reference signal, then when a strobe pulse
rxcurs, a birmry 1 i s fed to SEAC. I f a sufficiently white
spot i s being scanned, a binary 0 is fed to SEAC.

T h e resu l t of this ~ ~ e r a ~ ~ o ~i s that in 25 seconds (or
less) SEAC: can, upon demand, call for all (or any part
o f ) a picture to fie fed into its memory. The whole picture
i s 44 mm by 44 mm and is thus digitalized into 176 by 176
or 30,976 binary digits, each binary digit representing the
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A s soon as the f i rs t picture was fed into SEAC, an un-
comfortable fact became apparent. SEAC could store pic-
torial information in i ts memory, but the machine users
could not “see” the picture in the SEAC memory except
by the very time-consuming procedure of printing the con-
tents of the computer memory on a typewriter and attempt -
ing to interpret the numerical information. Fortunately,
however, there was conveniently available a piece of equip-
ment well suited to the task of producing pictorial output
from the SEAC memory. This equipment was capable
of decoding two ten-bit fields in a SEAC memory word
and producing two analog voltages corresponding to the
two sections of the word. There could be up to 96 such
words decoded. The rate of presentation of the output
signals was 23 kc.

The obvious course was to connect these two analog
voltage outputs to the horizontal and vertical inputs on
an oscilloscope and thus to plot points on the face of the
scope corresponding to the information presented by a
computer program for purposes o f display. A s it turned
out, the display equipment was more than adequately fast

m could generate useful display

had been fed into the computer

inate numbers for each binary
C memory in such a way that

these coordinates corresponded to those of the point in the
picture from which the binary 1 was generated. The pro-
gram then displayed a spot on the output scope correspond -
ing to the spot on the original picture.

A s an example of the use of the output display routine,
Fig. 3(a) shows a picture fed into the scanner and Fig.
3(b) shows the same picture reproduced from the output
display. To produce this picture, an artifice was used

e visual effect of a continuous gray scale
on a single scan. A s seen in Fig. 2, there
crimination threshold setting. Qrdwrily,

determines the level at which black,

waveform at a frequency approximate1
the strobing frequency. The result was to produce the

I

Fig. 3-(a) Grey-scale photograph. (b) Computer
halftone reproduction of (a).

formly black spots i s proportional to the blackness of the
original picture. The picture display routine produced the
output photograph.

I11, EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONS

With the equipment that has been described, a series
o f experiments were initiated with the goal in mind to pro-
gram SEAC to recognize patterns of the type recognizable

famil iar “halftone” effect in which the density of uni- by human observers. -As a f i r s t step toward this goal, it was
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Fig. e"B1obs" counted by SEAC.
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speck in the lower left-hand corner o f Fig. 7 grows much
larger in successive pictures, and merges with the L in

ows a v & ~ + s u ~ ~ T ~ s -
ent operation. A pro-

oses controlled ran-
dom noise on a r P to produce Fig. 9.
This noisy letter was then custered 50 times to produce
Fig. 10. The “noisy” letter in Fig. 9 i s st i l l clearly recog -
nizable in Fig. 10 even after being operated on 50 times.
Thus, the “custer and complement’’ i s a process which
seemingly preserves the information in a “noisy” picture
but degrades the information in a “clean” picture.

In addition to these routines, some other simple routines
have been written. These include routines to superimpose
pictures, to smear pictures by translating and superimpos -
ing them, to magnify pictures so as to make their fine de-
tail visible, to record pictures in permanent form on tapes
and wire, and a routine to analyze a set o f pictures to de-
termine the number of spots that are always black or al-
ways white in the set o f pictures.

These routines perform elementary operations, although
in some cases, such as “custer and complement,” the re-
sul ts of the operation have far from trivial explanations.

Some applied investigations have been undertaken to
util ize the potential of th i s new equipment. Such prob-
lems as character recognition, aerial mapping [111, and
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IV. SOME UNSOLVED PROBLEMS

Thus far the discussion has been concerned with a re-
port of experimental investigations. T o those familiar
with the application of data processing techniques to new
fields, it should be apparent that such experimental inves -
tigations generally lead to the formulation of new prob-
lems in the two areas of higher performance equipment
design and proper utilization o f such equipment. The
problems in automatic processing of pictorial information
that occur in these two areas will be formulated here. T o
the knowledge of the authors, no solutions to these prob-
lems are available.

A. The Development of a High Performance Picture
Scanner for Computer Input

Jn using a digital computer to process pictorial infor -
mation, it i s unthinkable that any large quantity of pic-
torial information should be scanned and stored on con-
ventional computer storage media like magnetic tapes un-
less a tremendous amount of reduction of information has
f i r s t taken place. The maxim that “one picture i s worth
ten thousand words” i s probably overly optimistic for
fairly common sources by about three decimal orders of
magnitude, i f a “word” means 25 to 50 bits.

This estimate is based on a comparison of the number
of binary digits needed to describe highly stylized infor -
mation in pictorial form and in such a form as to describe
only the “meaning” conveyed by the picture. This means
that in applications where it i s either not possible or not
practical to encode (and thereby reduce) information in
a photograph, the best way to store a photograph i s in i ts
original form.

However, to make such information available to a com-
puter, equipment is needed that will mechanically handle
photographic information and that will be able to sense
the information for input to a computer. The mechanical
handling can probably be solved in many ways. Such de-
vices as a microfilm rapid selector might be appropriate.

For the optical scanning of the photographic informa -
tion, however, it appears that a device with performance
somewhat better than conventional cathode -ray-tube fly-
ing spot scanners i s required. I f we assume an average
document size of 8 X 10 inches then the scanner must be
able to resolve a field of the order of lo 5 X lo 3 = 106
spots. Although it i s seldom necessary to scan a whole
pictorial source with this resolution, any section of a pic-
ture must be capable of being resolved with this precision.
The data rate for a computer like SEAC should be 1
megacycle. Thus, i f it i s necessary to scan a whole field,
i t should be possible to scan the lo 6 bits in one second.

I t is anticipated that with such a scanner, the computer
would f i r s t direct the scanner to locate information. The
most straightforward way to do this would be to have a
defocrjwd scan or perhaps several different levels of de-
focusing. Thus a field of P o X Z1” bits might f i r s t be
scanned with a raster of 32 X 32 spots. Since each spot

would cover in turn an area of another 32 X 32 elemen -
tary spots, it would be necessary to be able to get some-
thing of the order of a 10-binary-digit reading of the light
value from any spot. I t would be unreasonable to expect
an accuracy in such a reading, but such precision would be
required. In other words, upon successive scans of the
same large square array of 32 X 32 elementary spots, the
same reading should be obtained within 1 part in 21°, e r e n
though the reading itself i s not accurate. The inaccuracy
can be compensated in the computer programs.

In addition to the performance of the actual scanner, it
would be desirable that the computer be able to specify
certain types of front -end processing which would be done
by suitable fast analog equipment, e.g., time differentia -
tion of the scanning signal and insertion of logarithmic
response functions. Certain simple analog operations per-
formed on the scanner signal can save a great deal of com-
plex processing by the digital computer.

With a scanner such as this and with suitable mecha-
nisms for motion of the photographs, it would be possible
to get the photographic information into a computer a t a
rate comparable to the present processing rate of the com-
puter. The next problem would be how to use this infor-
mation.

I t was stated at the outset of this paper that an aim of
the present investigations is to automate some of the visual
processing of information done by hurnan beings. The
ginning of the processing operation is, logically, the state-
ment of requirements. Therein l ies the rub ! We can state
our requirements to a human being and expect some in-
telligent performance but we do not know how ta do this
with a computer program. There seems to be fairly uni-
versal agreement among people as to what constitutes a
picture of an automobile, a letter “e,” or the President o f
the United States. This ahiiity to recognize patterns i s not
learned the way the ability to multiply numbers i s learned.
Most of the pattern recognition ability of people exists on
a nonarticulate level. In order to program a computer to
duplicate this pattern recognition ability, it i s necessary to
make explicit the techniques that people use and then in-
strument these techniques in computer programs [131.

T o accomplish this we require an automatic program -
ming technique in which macroscopic patterns can be de-
fined in terms of more simple ones [141. This type o f tech-
nique which would assume the nature of an automatic
compiler would eventually enable a programmer to de-
scribe familiar objects in terms 0.f other more simple but
nevertheless familiar objects. Thus a linguistic formalism
would be constructed which would continue to approach
closer at successive lcvels of approximation to the for -
malism used by people in describing pictorial inform;It’ion.

Expcrimcnts are being initiated at NBS on the construc -
tion o l such a compiler, however, there are no results
available yet.
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of the design of high performance scanning equipment
and the development of automatic techniques for the rec-
ognition of visual patterns.

The applications of automatic pictorial information
processing techniques described here are not meant to rep-
resent the most important applications that can be antici -
pated, They are, rather, meant to illustrate typical classes
of processing techniques that can be automated i f experi -
ments of the type outlined here lead to successful con-
clusions.
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Discussion

V. M. Wolantis (Bell Telephone
Labs.): Do you find it satisfactory to dis-
tinguish only between black and white
rather than a number of shades of gray?

Mr. Kirsch: No, that i s often not ade-
quate. For purposes of looking at sche-
matic diagrams or printed characters, two
values of light intensity are adequate.
However, for looking at the most inter-
esting types of pictorial information,
people’s faces and so on, we should like to
distinguish several shades of gray. WhatI
showed you was a poor compromise be-
tween having full gray scale rendition and
having only the black and white rendition.
In the photograph of the person’s face,
what we were doing was sacrificing some
of our resolution in order to get some gray
scale information, but certainly ideally we
would like to have considerably more gray
scale infomation.

Mr. Wolantis: To what extent would a
TV camera help solve the problem you
mentioned neat the end of your talk?

Mr. Kira~h:A TV camera would help.
We would like to scan a million-bit pic-

ture in a second, but we also want to be
able to deflect to any spot or zone on the
picture with an access time of a few micro -
seconds.

For the purposes of using the picture as
a computer memory, which i s after all
what we were proposing that the high
performance scanner do, we would want
considerable reproducibility of scan. W e
would want the scanning device to go back
and look at the same picture any number
of times over the course of a machine
computation, and be able to copy the same
information; I don’t know whether a
standard TV camera type of scan i s capa-
ble of that type of performance.

Mr. Rellis: Can you state time required
to execute some of the programs cited?

Mr. Kirsch: Yes. The custer and com-
plement for one cycle takes seven seconds
and thirty seconds to take the area of a
whole picture. To generate the coordinates
of the output point from the information
in the memory for a whole picture of
30,oOO bits takes about one minute.

The most time consuming of the rou-
tines i s the blob counter, which is a func-

tion of the complexity of the image being
blob counted, and here that routine will
take anywhere from about a minute to per-
haps three minutes, or even more. How -
ever, these numbers are a reflection not of
the intrinsic complexity of the processes,
but rather of SEAC computation time, and
an indication of that speed i s that the
SEAC add time i s about a quarter of amil-
li-second. So you can see that a faster ma-
chine certainly would be able to do the
processing more rapidly. I t turns out, how-
ever, that by way of impedance matching
the operator’s thinking time with the com-
puter, this i s not really too slow. The ma-
chine can test out an idea at about the rate
a person can generate it.

Mr. Rellis: Has any consideration been
given to the similarity between multiply -
custered black objects on white, and fin-
gerprints ?

Mr. Kirsch: Yes, many people have
suggested this, and although we haven’t
done any serious investigation, some people
have also suggested that perhaps by doing
inverse custering on a fingerprint, one
might get a picture of the criminal’s face.


